
The cyber threat landscapeThe cyber threat landscapeThe cyber threat landscape
remains severe, with supplyremains severe, with supplyremains severe, with supply
chain threats, AI-based spearchain threats, AI-based spearchain threats, AI-based spear
phishing, and hybrid work.phishing, and hybrid work.phishing, and hybrid work.
Cybercrime-as-a-service isCybercrime-as-a-service isCybercrime-as-a-service is

quickly becoming thequickly becoming thequickly becoming the
industry standard, and attackindustry standard, and attackindustry standard, and attack
strategies are changing by thestrategies are changing by thestrategies are changing by the

minute.minute.minute.
   
   

STAY ALERT TO CYBER TRENDS

   The The The Cyber WorldCyber WorldCyber World, sometimes known as, sometimes known as, sometimes known as
cyberspace, encompasses much more than thecyberspace, encompasses much more than thecyberspace, encompasses much more than the

Internet.Internet.Internet.   
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   The use of digital media allows people to interact inThe use of digital media allows people to interact inThe use of digital media allows people to interact in
cyberspace.cyberspace.cyberspace.

The cyberspace internet is a virtual computer world thatThe cyberspace internet is a virtual computer world thatThe cyberspace internet is a virtual computer world that
operates in a computer network's notional environment.operates in a computer network's notional environment.operates in a computer network's notional environment.

This is an online environment in which a large number ofThis is an online environment in which a large number ofThis is an online environment in which a large number of
people are engaged in social interactions and can affect andpeople are engaged in social interactions and can affect andpeople are engaged in social interactions and can affect and

influence one another.influence one another.influence one another.

Example of cyberspace:Example of cyberspace:Example of cyberspace:   

   The Internet provides access to a vast amount ofThe Internet provides access to a vast amount ofThe Internet provides access to a vast amount of
information. In a computer network, a three-information. In a computer network, a three-information. In a computer network, a three-
dimensional representation of virtual space.dimensional representation of virtual space.dimensional representation of virtual space.

Facebook, Yahoo! and Google's headquartersFacebook, Yahoo! and Google's headquartersFacebook, Yahoo! and Google's headquarters      
are examples of Cyberspace.are examples of Cyberspace.are examples of Cyberspace.

Cyber impacts can tap into our developmental or psychological Achilles'Cyber impacts can tap into our developmental or psychological Achilles'Cyber impacts can tap into our developmental or psychological Achilles'
heel: while making us feel invincible, they can also weaken us and divert ourheel: while making us feel invincible, they can also weaken us and divert ourheel: while making us feel invincible, they can also weaken us and divert our

attention away from things that are far more significant, necessary to ourattention away from things that are far more significant, necessary to ourattention away from things that are far more significant, necessary to our
happiness, and critical to our survival.happiness, and critical to our survival.happiness, and critical to our survival.

This is more engaging than standard information delivery or digitalThis is more engaging than standard information delivery or digitalThis is more engaging than standard information delivery or digital
service creation paradigms. service creation paradigms. service creation paradigms. 

The human-machine interactionThe human-machine interactionThe human-machine interaction
remains the most common pointremains the most common pointremains the most common point

of entry – more than 85% ofof entry – more than 85% ofof entry – more than 85% of
attacks begin with the humanattacks begin with the humanattacks begin with the human

factor. This is because, no matterfactor. This is because, no matterfactor. This is because, no matter
what methods are used, employeeswhat methods are used, employeeswhat methods are used, employees
can always be targeted in the samecan always be targeted in the samecan always be targeted in the same

way - through emotionalway - through emotionalway - through emotional
manipulation and socialmanipulation and socialmanipulation and social

engineering.engineering.engineering.
   
   

The Human Risk Review 2022 presents aThe Human Risk Review 2022 presents aThe Human Risk Review 2022 presents a
comprehensive summary of allcomprehensive summary of allcomprehensive summary of all

advancements and awareness strategies thatadvancements and awareness strategies thatadvancements and awareness strategies that
organisations should undertake today toorganisations should undertake today toorganisations should undertake today to
prevent being overwhelmed by hackers'prevent being overwhelmed by hackers'prevent being overwhelmed by hackers'

inventive power.inventive power.inventive power.


